
More freedom for your ideas.
Accessories for the Touran.



Movement fascinates. In fact, there are few subjects that excite people

more. That’s because movement is synonymous with freedom. At

Volkswagen we associate our Genuine Accessories with innovation,

functionality, comfort, design and much more besides – because we believe

that one look is not enough to appreciate the thousand aspects of your

vehicle.

Volkswagen Genuine Accessories bring everything people associate with

the brand into the realm of accessories. They help make every automotive

dream come true – down to the finest detail. After all, Volkswagen Genuine

Accessories are developed, tested and approved alongside each vehicle.

Experience our broad range of seven product families for more individual

mobility, driving pleasure and fascination.Your authorised Volkswagen

agent will be happy to advise you.

Volkswagen Genuine Accessories



Transport
Rear, interior and roof transport systems, tow bar, child seats

Communications
Car infotainment, multimedia kit, iPod adapter, CD storage bag,
hands free system, mobile phones

Wheels and tyres
Alloy wheels, complete wheels, locknut set, snow chains

Sport and design
Aerodynamic add-ons, rear trim in chrome look, lowered suspension
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Comfort and protection
Footmats, cruise control, parking heater, clothes hanger, seat covers,
luggage space liners, hot and cold box, parking distance control,
loading lip protective film, mudflaps

24

Service and care
Care and cleaning agents, first-aid pouch, warning triangle,
warning waistcoat, tow rope

28

Lifestyle
Bags, model cars

30

The vehicles depicted in this catalogue feature, to varying extents, additional accessories and/

or extra specifications. These, and any decorative elements shown, are not included in the delivery

specifications of the products described.



Volkswagen Genuine front spoiler
(pictured above)

Strong lines: the sporty front spoiler accentuates the

muscular nose of the Touran and reduces the lift on

the front axle. Made from resilient, high-quality

plastic.

Item no. 1T0 071 609 A GRU

Volkswagen Genuine side sill set
(pictured above)

Gives the vehicle flowing side lines and a lowered

look. The perfect complement to the front and rear

spoilers. No drilling is required to fit to the vehicle.

Item no. 1T0 071 685 K 9AX

Volkswagen Genuine lowered suspension
(not pictured)

Great looks, improved handling. The four springs

lower the clearance by approximately 30 mm, thereby

lowering the car’s centre of gravity. You will find a list

of all the available models in the enclosed price list.

Volkswagen Genuine rear spoiler
(pictured right)

Rounds off the Touran’s striking appearance: rear

spoiler made from high-quality, flexible plastic

(PUR-RIM).

Item no. 1T0 071 610 A GRU

Volkswagen Genuine rear trim in chrome look
(pictured right)

This attractive rear trim with its high-gloss chrome

look gets heads turning. No drilling required to fit

to vehicle.

Item no. 1T0 071 360
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Sport and design

Volkswagen Genuine roof spoiler
Subtle but effective. Gives better grip and rounds

off the rear end of the Touran perfectly. Made

from polyurethane hard integral foam, making

it particularly impact-resistant and tough.

Item no. 1T0 071 640 K 9AX

Does your Touran have all the right extras yet? If not, why not get it in

shape and add some touches of your own with Volkswagen Genuine

Accessories? They give you the ideal balance between dynamics, image

and functionality – and your Touran will always look ready to perform.

The perfect space for the family.
Or the perfect athlete.



The latest street fashion for your Touran means you’ll still be looking

great even after thousands of kilometres. Our alloy wheels give your

vehicle just the right edge. As matching accessories, all Volkswagen

Genuine alloy wheels come with a full three-year guarantee. Not to be

sniffed at!

From boardroom to barbeque.
Or from the highway to home.

Volkswagen Genuine
Exis STP alloy wheel
Wheel size: 7.5 J x 17", ET 50

For use with tyre sizes:

215/45 R17 and 225/45 R17

Colour: brilliant silver

Item no. 1T0 071 497 666

Also available as a complete
wheel.

Volkswagen Genuine
Contur alloy wheel
Wheel size: 7 J x 16", ET 50

For use with tyre size:

205/55 R16

Colour: brilliant silver

Item no. 1T0 071 496 666

Volkswagen Genuine
Goal alloy wheel
Wheel size: 7.5 J x 17", ET 50

For use with tyre size:

225/45 R17

Colour: brilliant silver

Item no. 1T4 071 497 666

Also available as a complete
wheel.

Volkswagen Genuine locknut set
(not pictured)

Your alloy wheels are better protected with the anti-theft locknut set.

Item no. 000 071 597

The special heat-hardened alloy of aluminium, magnesium and silicon guarantees your

safety and makes the wheels more resilient to scratches and knocks.
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Volkswagen Genuine
Tangis alloy wheel
Wheel size: 6.5 J x 15", ET 50

For use with tyre size:

195/65 R15

Colour: brilliant silver

Item no. 1T0 071 495 666

Wheel size: 7 J x 16", ET 50

(not pictured)

For use with tyre size:

205/55 R16

Colour: brilliant silver

Item no. 1T0 071 492 666

Volkswagen Genuine
Vitus alloy wheel
Wheel size: 6.5 J x 15", ET 50

For use with tyre size:

195/65 R15

Colour: brilliant silver

Item no. 2K1 071 495 A 666

Also available as a complete
wheel.

Standard wheel nuts can still be used for all wheels. You will find more information about our complete summer and

winter wheels in the enclosed price list.

Wheels and tyres

Volkswagen Genuine
Namib alloy wheel
Wheel size: 7 J x 16", ET 50

For use with tyre size:

205/55 R16

Colour: brilliant silver

Item no. 1T0 071 491 666

Also available as a complete
wheel.

Volkswagen Genuine snow chains
(not pictured)

This high-quality stationary mounting chain made from durable titanium alloy can be quickly fitted to the stationary

vehicle, and will get you safely wherever you want to go. Also suitable for vehicles with less clearance, since only 9 mm thick.

Item no. 000 091 387 E



Now life sounds even better! With Volkswagen Genuine Accessories

you can choose what you want to see and hear, and you also know

exactly where you’re going. And the system components for mobile

phones will get you properly connected. Sounds good, doesn’t it?

From rock’n’roll to classical.
Or simply from A to B.

Volkswagen Genuine CD radio RCD 500
The full house. The RCD 500 CD radio offers you a new

sound experience. With RDS, EON, TIM and GALA.

Dynamic treble cut, 4 x 20 Watt output power. Integrated

6-disc CD changer and CD changer controller. Optimises

interior acoustics using digital frequency response

programming.

Item no. 1K0 057 195 D

Volkswagen Genuine radio navigation system MFD2
Navigation system with acoustic routing instructions.

6.5" multifunction screen with menus. CD changer

controller and dynamic route planning. RDS, EON,

anti-theft code. Output power 4 x 20 Watt.

Item no. 1T0 057 194 D

Volkswagen Genuine navigation CD, Club Edition V6
Germany
(not pictured)

For the MFD2 radio navigation system. Now includes

connecting roads to Austria and Switzerland.

Item no. 0B0 051 413 B
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Communications

Volkswagen Genuine CD radio RCD 300
Sounds perfect: the Volkswagen Genuine RCD 300 CD radio

in double-DIN format. The ultimate in listening pleasure.

With CD changer controller for an additional CD changer.

Two-tuner receiver with four-antenna diversity and 4 x 20

Watt output power. The tuner has RDS, EON and GALA.

CD player with shuffle-playback function.

Item no. 1K0 057 186 T

Volkswagen Genuine Naviflash 1020*
(pictured above)

This voice-controlled GPS navigation system with 3.5"

colour display offers dynamic routing throughout the

whole of Central Europe. With integrated GPS receiver,

TMC technology for traffic congestion warnings, stereo

loudspeaker and headphone socket.

Item no. 000 051 235 A

*The Volkswagen Genuine range will be updated whenever new equipment is launched.



Volkswagen Genuine “DVD Voyager 4” multimedia kit
The “DVD Voyager 4” multimedia kit makes car journeys an especially comfortable

experience for your back-seat passengers. Makes long drives child’s play if you’re

carrying young ones. The tablet DVD player integrated into the 7" TFT display plays

DVDs, CDs and MP3s in all common formats. Quick and easy to fit to and remove from

the headrests. This crash-tested system can also be extended with additional multi-

media kits, a gaming console connection and extensive accessories. Also available as

a Basic or Comfort kit. You will find more information in the enclosed price list.

Item no. 000 063 500 ES

Volkswagen Genuine CD changer
Choose freely – from the music of your choice. Volkswagen Genuine 6-disc CD

changer with motor eject. Frequency response 5 – 20,000 Hz, double-speed drive

with intermediate memory. Noise-shaping D/A converter with 32x oversampling.

Holographic 3-beam reader. Shock-absorbent mechanism. Fits into the central

console in place of the storage compartment. Controlled via the car radio or the

MFD2 navigation system.

Item no. 1T0 057 110 A
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Communications

Volkswagen Genuine iPod adapter
(pictured with iPod)

The iPod adapter allows you to connect your iPod to the Volkswagen radio or navi-

gation system, which can then be used to control the iPod. For safety and security

reasons we recommend storing your iPod in the glove compartment of your vehicle.

Item no. 1K0 051 444

Volkswagen Genuine CD storage bag
Lets you take your own favourites with you wherever you

go. Soft-bag storage made from black leather with separate

compartments for 12 CDs. With zip to close securely.

Item no. 00V 061 133 01C

Volkswagen Genuine loudspeaker upgrade set*
This loudspeaker set is specially adapted to your Touran,

and its high-quality, attractive materials such as polypro-

pylene membranes and matt-silver varnished dust caps

ensure the perfect listening experience. Even without an

additional amplifier they deliver high performance without

distortion, and a dynamic, distinct sound picture on

account of their extended frequency response. Separate

adapters and cables are not required for installation.

*You will find a list of all the models in the enclosed price list.



Whether your vehicle came fitted with a mobile phone kit or not, you can still

choose the system that best suits your needs.

Always receiving you loud and clear.
Or always on your wavelength.
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Communications

Volkswagen Genuine telephone cradle
Telephone cradle made from high-grade plastic. Perfectly

suited to the interior in both form and function. Attached

ergonomically at the side of the dashboard. The function of

the airbags, glove compartment, seat adjustment and gears

is in no way impaired.

Item no. 1T1 051 601 01C

Volkswagen Genuine easy mobile installation kit
The easy mobile installation kit was developed for all

vehicles that do not come factory-fitted with a telephone kit.

It comprises a basic set and a mobile-specific connection

set, and enables you to call hands free in the vehicle. If you

need to use a different mobile phone, the connection set can

be swapped in a few easy moves. The basic set is universally

compatible with all mobile phone types.

Volkswagen Genuine basic set
Item no. 3B0 051 437

Volkswagen Genuine mobile-specific connection set
Item no. 6X0 051 435 X*

Volkswagen Genuine mobile-specific connection set plus**
Item no. 6X0 051 435 X*

For vehicles factory-fitted with telephone kits

For vehicles without telephone kits

Volkswagen Genuine mobile adapter set
If your vehicle came factory-fitted with a telephone kit,

then the mobile adapter set with active mounting will be

its perfect companion. Its special feature: for many

models it includes two additional buttons that connect

you directly to Volkswagen Service and Breakdown. You

will find further information in the enclosed price list.

Item no. 3C0 051 435 X*

Siemens S65 mobile phone, with camera
(pictured left)

Mobile phone with integrated 1.3 megapixel video camera.

MMS, SMS and EMS. E-mail client, Bluetooth, and multi-

media card slot. Standby time: up to 250 hours. Includes a

standard 750 mAh lithium-ion battery, charger and 32 MB

RS-MMC card.

Item no. 3C0 051 703

You will find information about the antennae you require

in the enclosed price list.

Nokia 6021 mobile phone, without camera
(pictured right)

Mobile phone with voice dialling, Bluetooth and lots of

organiser features. Push-to-talk enables you to speak to one

or more friends at the same time. Infrared port, remote

synchronisation and MMS. Standby time: up to 320 hours.

Item no. 3C0 051 703 A

*X = mobile-specific index. Since the range is constantly growing, we request that you ask your authorised Volkswagen dealer or view the information on
our website: www.zubehoer-service.de.

**Fax and data-compatible connection set.



Volkswagen Genuine bicycle rack for tow bar
Makes taking two bikes on holiday a simple affair. Lockable fixing

screws enable flexible handling and are an extra safeguard. Quick

to assemble on the tow bar ball (D value min. 6.7 kN). Net weight:

14.9 kg. Max. load: 15 kg per bike rail, and depending on the load-

bearing capacity of the tow bar.

Item no. 3C0 071 105 Bicycle rack
Item no. 3C0 071 105 E Extension kit for third bicycle

Volkswagen Genuine
tow bar
Available as a fixed or removable

version. Please adhere to the

permitted tow bar load as

specified in the vehicle registrati-

on documents. The electrical

installation set must be ordered

separately.

Item no. 1T0 092 101 Fixed
Item no. 1T0 092 155 A Removable

Volkswagen Genuine
electrical installation set
(not pictured)

Matches the control elements of

your Touran precisely. Supports

coupling stabilisation.

Item no. 1T0 055 203 B 7-pole
Item no. 1T0 055 204 C 13-pole
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Transport

Volkswagen Genuine bicycle rack for tailgate
Practical and quick to fit. Carries a maximum of two bicycles. Made

from anodised aluminium sections, with an anti-theft locking device.

Pre-assembled, therefore especially easy to attach. Net weight: 12.5 kg.

Max. load: 45 kg.

Item no. 1T0 071 104 Bicycle rack
Item no. 1T0 071 104 E Extension kit for third bicycle

So why not make use of our wide range of Volkswagen Genuine

Accessories? They help keep everything in its place and give you the

feeling that everything is well looked after. Quality, simple handling

and tailor-made solutions will help make all your dreams come true.

Dreams require space.
Or perhaps just solutions.



Volkswagen Genuine bicycle rack for the interior
Safe and simple transport for up to two bicycles inside the vehicle. Easy and quick to secure

to the standard lashing eyes in the vehicle’s luggage space. Only the rear seat backs have to

be folded away before stowing the bicycles. In addition, one JNV 862 260 D bicycle holder is

required for each bicycle. Max. load 2 x 16 kg. For further information on its use please refer

to the enclosed price list.

Item no. JNV 862 260 basic rack for 5-seater
Item no. JNV 862 260 A basic rack for 7-seater

Volkswagen Genuine bicycle holder
For securing a bicycle inside the vehicle. Only in conjunction with the basic rack.

Item no. JNV 862 260 D

Volkswagen Genuine luggage net
(pictured right)

Ensures that everything stays in its place and that light items do not slide around. This

tear-resistant net has hooks that are easy to attach to the securing eyes fitted as standard

to the floor of the luggage space.

Item no. 1T0 065 110 For 5-seater
Item no. 1T0 065 111 For 5-seater with variable load floor and for 7-seater
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Transport

Volkswagen Genuine dividing grille
The dividing grille separates the luggage space from the passenger compartment between the

top of the seat back and the ceiling. The strong, black, powder-coated steel grating is easy and

conveniently secured to the lashing eyes fitted behind the rear seat bench using threaded

hooks and handy knurled nuts. New holes do not have to be drilled, which means the dividing

grille can be removed at any time without leaving any marks. The function of the airbags is in

no way impaired. The luggage space cover can still be used with the dividing grille in place.

Item no. 1T5 017 221 For vehicles without a raised/variable load floor (for 5-seater only)
Item no. 1T7 017 221 For vehicles with a raised/variable load floor (for 5 and 7-seater)



Volkswagen Genuine kayak holder
(pictured with roof rack bars)

No sliding, no wobbling. Developed specially for transporting kayaks weighing up to 25 kg. Please adhere to the

maximum permitted roof load.

Item no. 1K0 071 127

Volkswagen Genuine basic rack
The basis for all add-ons – ski and snowboard holders, bicycle holders or our useful luggage box. Developed

exclusively for your Touran, the basic rack merges harmoniously into the car’s overall look. Made from

aerodynamic aluminium sections with plastic cover caps. Mechanical parts made from galvanised, layered

sheet steel. With an anti-theft locking device. Net weight: approx. 5.5 kg. City-Crash tested. For vehicles

without roof rails.

Item no. 1T0 071 126 A

Fond anpassen Lack angleichen
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Transport

Volkswagen Genuine bicycle holder
(pictured with roof rack bars)

For every keen biker. Bicycle holder made from aerodynamically shaped plastic sections. Frame mounting made

from matt chrome-plated steel. Lockable. Easy to handle, and easy to fit to the basic rack or the roof rack bars.

Net weight: approx. 3.2 kg. City-Crash tested.

Item no. 6Q0 071 128 A

Volkswagen Genuine roof rack bars
With a net weight of 4 kg the roof rack bars are sturdy yet light, and simple to attach to the roof rails of your

Touran. They provide a system basis for all add-ons. City-Crash tested. For vehicles with roof rails.

Item no. 1T0 071 151 041 Black anodised
Item no. 1T0 071 151 666 Silver anodised



Volkswagen Genuine
“komfort” ski and snowboard holder
(pictured with roof rack bars)

Boards mean fun. And with this holder you can safely

and easily carry up to six pairs of skis or four snow-

boards. Its practical pull-out function makes it easy

to load and unload. Lockable. Made from anodised

aluminium sections.

Item no. 1T0 071 129

Volkswagen Genuine skisack
(not pictured)

The useful skisack provides transport for up to

four pairs of skis including ski poles, and protects

the skis against damage by other items of luggage

in the vehicle or in the roof box. The integrated

belt can be slotted into the seatbelt socket in the

passenger compartment. A full-length zip and

comfy handles make the bag a pleasure to use.

Length: approx. 200 cm, for skis up to 190 cm long.

Colour: black.

Item no. 00V 061 202

Volkswagen Genuine storage bag
(not pictured)

When you no longer require the skisack, you can stow it

tidily in this storage bag.

Item no. 00V 061 201
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Transport

Volkswagen Genuine ski and luggage box
(pictured with roof rack bars)

Extra luggage can be stored in this beautifully shaped, sturdy roof box made from high-quality plastic. With its

modern, aerodynamic design and stainless steel look it offers you many useful features. Its quick-release closure

makes it quick and easy to fit to your roof rack system. The box can be opened from either side if required, and its

extra-wide opening angle makes loading and unloading easier. Exterior dimensions: 190 x 90 x 38 cm, weight:

approx. 25 kg, capacity: 450 l. Maximum permissible roof load: 100 kg. For up to six pairs of skis or four

snowboards (length: max. 180 cm). City-Crash tested.

Item no. 000 071 175 Ski and luggage box
Item no. 000 071 275 Extension kit for transporting skis and snowboards in the ski and luggage box



Children should travel as safely and comfortably

as possible, for which Volkswagen Genuine

Accessories provide the best conditions possible.

Our tests go way beyond the statutory safety

requirements – the side crash test, for instance,

confirms the high quality of the child seat

systems. Perfect workmanship, easy handling,

removable covers that can be washed at 30 °C –

all of this comes as standard.

Volkswagen Genuine
Bobsy G1 ISOFIX DUO plus
ISOFIX seats offer high-level protection:

the special ISOFIX attachment standard

connects the child seat securely to the

bodywork. The G1 ISOFIX DUO has

height-adjustable harness straps and

the seat shell can be secured in three

positions. Includes folding-in snap-

clips for use in vehicles without the

ISOFIX system. Suitable for children

between approx. 9 and 18 kg (8 months

to approx. 4 years).

Item no. 00V 019 909 B

Volkswagen Genuine
Bobsy G1 ISOFIX Top Tether
(not pictured)

The Bobsy G1 ISOFIX Top Tether has all

of the practical features that the Bobsy

G1 ISOFIX DUO plus has, but it is also

secured to the Top Tether fittings in the

boot using the Top Tether connection,

giving it additional stability. The seat can

be used in any car with Top Tether fixing

points. For children between 9 and 18 kg

(8 months to approx. 4 years).

Item no. 00V 019 909 C
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Volkswagen Genuine Bobsy G0 plus ISOFIX
Protection and safety for newborns and infants. The ISOFIX

securing system connects the child seat and its frame

securely to the bodywork or the front passenger seat. A foot

frame provides additional stability. The child seat can be

slotted into the ISOFIX mounting and removed from it in

a few simple moves, meaning that the frame can be left

behind when you leave the vehicle. With the new Bobsy

G0 plus ISOFIX, the child is held safely in the seat by the

integrated, height-adjustable 5-point harness straps. The

sensitive back of a newborn is protected by the integrated

seat insert. Higher side walls and the deep shell provide

additional protection. The carry-handle’s ergonomically

curved shape is also ingeniously thought-out and enables

the baby to be put in and taken out easily. Includes sun

shield to protect against direct sunshine. Can also be used

in vehicles without ISOFIX connectors but with a 3-point

seat belt. For infants of up to 13 kg or approx. 15 months.

Item no. 00V 019 907

Volkswagen Genuine Bobsy G3 plus
The Bobsy G3 plus is made up of a seat cushion and

sleep support, and places the child at the right height

so that the seat belt assumes the best possible

position. The seat surface can be precisely adjusted to

suit the child’s breadth across the hips. The height of

the sleep support can be adjusted, and it can be tilted

to match the car seat back, ensuring that the child

stays comfortable even on longer journeys. Covers are

removable and washable. The seat is secured using

the three-point belt. For children between 15 and 36

kg (from 4 to 12 years).

Item no. 00V 019 906 A

Transport

Months

Years

Up to 13 kg

Up to 13 kg

9–18 kg

9–18 kg

15–36 kg

Bobsy G0 plus ISOFIX

Bobsy G0 plus

Bobsy G1 ISOFIX DUO plus

Bobsy G1 ISOFIX Top Tether

Bobsy G3 plus

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Volkswagen Genuine Bobsy G0 plus
(not pictured)

Child seat like the Bobsy G0 plus ISOFIX, but without an

ISOFIX connector.

Item no. 00V 019 900 C



Volkswagen Genuine premium textile footmats
These fabric footmats are perfectly shaped to fit in the

footwell of your Touran, and made from tough, tightly

woven velour with white Touran lettering. Their wear-

resistant back coating and the specially designed

attachment points on the floor keep them fixed to the

vehicle and prevent them from sliding around. Colour:

anthracite.

Item no. 1T1 061 270 PB RYJ For front and rear

Volkswagen Genuine cruise control
(not pictured)

Electronic instrument for controlling the speed of travel.

It relieves the driver, particularly when adhering to speed

limits, towing and driving long distances. The system

stores and maintains the speed chosen by the driver. The

reset function automatically accelerates the vehicle to the

previously chosen speed after braking and/or changing

gear.

Item no. 1K0 054 690 For vehicles with multifunction display
Item no. 1K0 054 690 A For vehicles without multifunction display

Volkswagen Genuine rubber footmats
If things are going to get wet, then the rubber footmat

set is recommended. They collect dirt and moisture,

which can then be easily removed by washing.

Designed as a perfect fit and secured against sliding

around the footwell by an attachment system. Made

from low-emission, neutral-odour material.

Item no. 1T1 061 501 A FKZ* For front
Item no. 1T0 061 511 FKZ* For the second row of seats

*For colour code (FKZ) see price list.
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Comfort and protection

You simply feel at home in a Touran. And to keep it that way, we

have developed Volkswagen Genuine Accessories for you. They will

help you to protect all those things that have a place in your life

against damage and dirt. And they make for more tidiness and a

real feeling of wellbeing. Altogether a great thing to have.

Feels like a Grant Hotel.
Or like 365 days at home.

Volkswagen Genuine clothes hanger
Keeps your clothing clean and free of creases while you

drive. Simply attach the clothes hanger to the headrest.

Arrive without a crease in your jacket!

Item no. 00V 061 127

Volkswagen Genuine parking heater
(not pictured)

More comfort in the winter months. Defrosts the windows,

makes the car nice and warm when you get in, and pre-

heats the engine – which helps to protect it. Consists of a

heating unit, installation kit, fuel kit and timer. You will

find a list of all the versions in the enclosed price list.

Volkswagen Genuine seat covers
These seat covers made from a durable, breathable

synthetic blend protect the seats of your Touran against

heavy use. Your safety, however, is not compromised:

crash tests have confirmed that the airbags remain fully

functional. The fabric design and colours match the

vehicle’s standard interior colour schemes. The covers

retain their colour and shape even when washed several

times. You will find a list of all the models in the enclosed

price list.



Volkswagen Genuine luggage space liner
Light, flexible, and precisely tailored to the contours of your Touran. Ingenious and highly

practical details: with 5-cm-high edges to protect against liquids, and an integrated anti-

slip diamond texture. Can be rolled up and tucked away in storage when not in use. For the

5-seater only.

Item no. 1T5 061 160

Volkswagen Genuine
hot and cold box
Whether for picnics or shopping, this box

holds 25 litres, so you will be well kitted out

for long stretches. 33 Watts of power keeps

the temperature just right – whether hot or

cold. A special attachment system secures

the box firmly to the vehicle in place of the

middle seat in the second row.

Item no. 1T0 065 400 FKZ*

*For colour code (FKZ) see price list.
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Volkswagen Genuine parking distance control
(pictured below)

Parking distance control can be retrofitted and makes parking

easier using acoustic signals. The distance is measured by four

ultrasound sensors embedded inconspicuously into the bumper.

Includes an intelligent set-up function, which prevents objects

such as the tow bar from being wrongly recognised as obstacles.

Item no. 1K0 054 630 B

Volkswagen Genuine loading lip protective film
(pictured below)

Precision-fit loading lip guard made from transparent film. Easy

to stick onto the rear bumper. Prevents damage when loading and

unloading.

Item no. 1T0 061 197

Volkswagen Genuine mudflaps
These precision-fit mudflaps are extremely tough

and long-lasting. They protect the underbody,

bumper and back of your Touran against heavy

dirt, and they also reduce dangerous stone-throw

and minimise spray. Available for front and rear

wheel arches.

Item no. 1T0 075 111 Front
Item no. 1T0 075 101 Rear

Comfort and protection

Volkswagen Genuine reversible boot mat
One side of this precision-fitting reversible mat is velour, the other is a non-slip,

easy-care plastic covered in tiny bumps. A useful helper whenever you have to

transport dirty or wet objects.

Item no. 1T5 061 210 87A For 5-seater
Item no. 1T7 061 210 87A For 7-seater



Volkswagen Genuine warning triangle
Its design makes this warning triangle very small

when folded up so that it takes up very little space.

Complies with ECE (Economic Commission for

Europe) regulation 27. With pivoting metal feet.

Item no. 1Y0 093 055

Volkswagen Genuine first-aid pouch
Hopefully you will never need it, and yet this

first-aid pouch is an essential companion for the

road. Complies with the German legal regulations

§ 35h StVZO and DIN 13164.

Item no. 000 093 114

Volkswagen Genuine care and cleaning agents
The Volkswagen series of care and cleaning agents is suited to

all areas of the car, inside and out. You will find more detailed

information in the enclosed price list, or ask your authorised

Volkswagen agent about the complete range.
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Service and care

Volkswagen Genuine tow rope
TÜV and DIN tested tow rope compliant with DIN 76033.

For permissible total weights of between 1,450 and 2,500 kg.

Item no. 000 093 014

Volkswagen Genuine warning waistcoat
This lightweight safety waistcoat in fluorescent

orange with reflective signal stripes is made from

100% polyester and is approved under DIN EN 471.

In Germany, drivers must carry a warning waistcoat

in work vehicles (except if they are self-employed),

and it is already obligatory for every occupant in

some other countries.

Item no. 000 093 062 C

Life is full of surprises. You can do something about them by giving

yourself Volkswagen Genuine Accessories, for that extra element of

safety. Then if something does happen, you won’t be leaving every-

thing to chance.

Four-wheeled guardian angel.
Or safe driving 24/7.



Volkswagen Genuine cabin bag
This cabin bag is made from resilient, dirt-repellent

polyester and offers a host of possibilities. The big

main compartment with its packing straps has two

zipped pockets inside. The large front pocket with an

all-round covered zip has a useful organiser compart-

ment, and the flexible front lacing allows you to

attach jackets and blankets to the outside. Smooth-

running ball-bearing wheels, two feet, and reinforce-

ments around all corners complete this ingenious

cabin bag. Cabin luggage dimensions: 35 x 50 x 20 cm.

Item no. 1T0 084 001

Volkswagen Genuine rucksack
This rucksack is made from resilient, dirt-repellent polyester

and will accompany you on any journey you make. Its

ergonomically padded back makes it comfortable to carry.

A zipped front pocket with organiser compartment and

useful side pockets for drinks make finding the things you

are carrying as easy as could be. With flexible front lacing

and extra belt straps, objects such as bicycle helmets and

raincoats are quick and easy to attach. The rucksack is

designed to fit exactly onto the telescopic handle of the

cabin bag. Dimensions: 29 x 42 x 18 cm.

Item no. 1T0 084 000

*FKZ = colour code, see price list.
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Lifestyle

Volkswagen Genuine model car 1 : 43
(not pictured)

For collectors or just to look at, this lovingly designed

Touran by Minichamps cuts a good figure anywhere,

thanks to its precisely reproduced details. The toy

Touran’s bodywork is a carbon-copy of the original.

Item no. 1T0 099 300 GP C9X pearl-effect deep black
Item no. 1T0 099 300 GP C5C pearl-effect Biscay blue
Item no. 1T0 099 300 GP D7S metallic slate grey

Discover our latest lifestyle collection. How about a high-quality cabin

bag or an original model car? No matter which product you choose,

now the Touran can be with you all day, every day in the form of our

lifestyle products.

From mountain hikes to fun at the beach.
Or cosy days at home.

Volkswagen Genuine model car 1 : 87
The Touran is a big hit even when it’s little. These genuine

Wiking model Tourans have a lot in common with their

big brothers. High-quality workmanship and outstanding

detail reproduction.

Item no. 1T0 099 301 GP C9X pearl-effect deep black
Item no. 1T0 099 301 GP C5C pearl-effect Biscay blue
Item no. 1T0 099 301 GP D7S metallic slate grey
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